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1. Abstract
This paper presents an industrial point of view :  
	* mapping an existing real size lexicon into an LFG lexicon 
	* to be used by LFG grammars to build syntactic representations of mainly technical texts. 
Its main purpose is to show 
	* that it is possible to derive from a GENELEX three layer lexicon, designed to be theory-welcoming and application independent, an LFG lexicon
	* that there are different options for the mapped lexicon : pure syntactic LFG, syntactico-semantic LFG
2. What is GENELEX?
GENELEXGENELEX Consortium 
	Report on the Morphological Layer V 3.3, November 2, 1994
	Report on the Syntactic Layer V 4.0, December 1, 1993
	Report on the Semantic layer V2.1, September 30, 1994
	Rapport sur le  multilinguisme V 2.0, December 1994
	Couche morphologique- Adaptation à la langue anglaise V 1.1, December 1994
	Couche syntaxique- Adaptation à la langue anglaise V 1.0, December 1994
 is a European EUREKA project , involving French, Italian and Portuguese partners, whose aims were :
- to design a global model to represent all kind of lexical information (for monolingual morphology, syntax, and semantics, and multilingual correspondences) , in a neutral mood, independent of applications and not directly linked to a particular theory.
- to build adapted tools to create and maintain such lexicons.
- To effectively create large size lexical data in this model.
The project finished at the end of 1994.
 2.1. GENELEX model
The model was first designed for French language and then extended to other languages (Portuguese, Italian, English). It has been extended and validated for Eastern Europe languages (Czech, Hungarian and Polish) in the Copernicus CEGLEX project; a Russian extension is also projectedly.rphologically and syntactical  It is also the base to the lexical model for the CEC LE-PAROLE project.
The model is highly structured. It is based on a small set of “primitive” notions and on intermediate descriptive elements based on more elementary ones. It is expressed in Entity Relation model, translated in SGML DTD, and associated to an object -oriented lexical database.
2.1.1. Architecture
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2.1.2. Syntax
The syntactic level of the model deals coherently with all categories in a same descriptive language. It deals with the syntactic description for all categories for simple units as well as for non-frozen compounds (called syntactic compounds).
GENELEX syntactic description gives possibility to very fine-grained description, or less detailed level of information. 
The syntactic level is where all the information about the lexical unit syntactic behaviour(s) is described, and especially what is not predictable by just knowing its morphosyntactic category and subcategory. Complex and structured objects are defined in order to support explicitly the syntactic properties of each lexicon unit.
Communication with  grammars is dealt with on the base of a set of elementary notions:
   • Functions: syntactic relations linking different  elements
   • Identification of Constituents 
                  + terminal: list of categories used in morphology
                  + non-terminal, built around main terminal categories:
                                           Clause and VP (verb)
                                           NP (noun)
                                           AdjP (adjective)
                                           AdvP (adverb)
                                           SP (preposition)
                                           DetP (determiner)

   • Features of different types to refine these constituents
                                           morphological
                                           lexical
                                           syntactic
                                           control and agreement

The PAROLE model syntactic level  deals with 
	• subcategorization, including functions of subcategorized complements and possibly thematic roles and semantic classes This information is the main information, especially for main POS.
	• characteristics of the lexical unit when associated to a subcategorization frame
	• control
	• diathesis alternations
	• pronominalization
	• linear order constraints
	• constraints on the syntactic context where the lexical unit is inserted (as subcategorized or modifier) associated eventually to its subcategorizing properties (necessary mainly for non-verb elements) 
	• syntactic compounds (semi-frozen compounds, “idioms”)

These descriptive objects of the syntactic level consist mostly of:
* Description: a syntactic behaviour as the association of one Self and a Construction
* Self: the lexical unit characteristics or constraints
* Construction : list of Positions, a complementation frame inserted or not in a wider context
* Position: a complement or an element of context
* Syntagma: one of the possible surface realizations of a Position; it can bear complex information and, when non-terminal, can be structurally constrained as a list of Positions
* Typed-feature: restriction to be added on Syntagmas or Self
* Alternation links 
The basic descriptive element of a syntactic behaviour is a Description.
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2.1.3. Semantics
We will present here very briefly the semantic part of the model which has a link with the possible extraction of an LFG lexicon.
The semantic units are describe with some main descriptive elements, in which predicate plays a very important role. Semantic features of different kind, as well as semantic relations are also very important. We will insist here on the predicate element.
A predicate is the relation (named) between arguments describing a situation. 
The arguments  are the semantic actants.

A predicate is characterised by its actantial pattern: its  argument list is its "signature"

Each argument is characterised by:
     • a semantic role (detailed) (compatible values with thematic roles)
     • (potential) semantic constraints
     • (potential) default values
Relations between predicative units involves the arguments

2.1.4. Correspondence syntax-semantics
The correspondence between syntactic and semantic level make possible to explicitly map  a syntactic and a semantic structure, i.e a semantic predicate and a Description, syntactic Positions and semantic arguments. This mapping is rich enough to filter syntactically or semantically the Position realisation, as well as to enrich the semantic information of the arguments.
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2.2. GENELEX dictionaries
During GENELEX project, several lexicons were built in the GENELEX model, for French (GSI-Erli, ASSTRIL-LADL, and IBM-Centre Scientifique) and for Portuguese (ILTEC). 
2.2.1. ERLI dictionaries: AlethDicFR, AlethDicEN
Erli has a French and an English lexicon in the GENELEX model. Those lexica are the repository of the lexical data, used in different applications by Erli. They are not completed for all three layers, and they are evolving constantly. 
At the moment Erli has:
*AlethDicFR: a GENELEX lexicon for French, with 60 000 simple lexical entries and 20 000 compound lexical entries, linked to 92000 semantic units
* AlethDicEn: a GENELEX lexicon for English, with 40 000 simple lexical entries and 10 000 compound lexical entries, linked to 110 000 semantic units.
 Some particularities of these lexicons:
Some choices were made in the frame of GENELEX model. They simplify in some way the mapping for LFG.
Positions have just ONE possible realisation; it means that there are relatively a great number of syntactic units, with  relatively simple descriptions.
We did not encode alternations in the lexicon at the moment. 
We do not have yet encoded semantic predicates. Predicates are present only implicitly in the semantic relations linking some predicative entries with other semantic units involving the predicative structure. These choices and the current state of the development of our lexicons have the consequence that we will mainly focus on the syntactic part of LFG. 

An example in syntax:
UM : aimer, verb, 3 Usyns
Usyn 1               (il aime le chocolat : he likes chocolate)
SELF  Verb
           [aux = avoir]
Construction:  P0            Self             P1           (P0, P1 : subcategorized elements)
                       Subject                        Direct_Object
                          NP                               NP
                          Pro[lex=il]                   Pro[lex=le]
                                                               Pro[lex=ça]

Usyn2                (il aime jouer du piano: he likes to play piano)
SELF  Verbe
           [aux = avoir]
Construction:  P0            Self             P1              (P0, P1 : subcategorized elements)
                       Subject                        Direct_Object
                          NP                               VP[mode = infinitif]
                          Pro[lex=il]                   
                          coref=I                         coref=I                                         (control)  

Usyn3                (il aime que tu joues du piano: he likes that you play piano)  
SELF  Verbe
           [aux = avoir]
Construction:  P0            Self             P1               (P0, P1 : subcategorized elements)
                       Subject                        Direct_Object
                          NP                                S[mode = subjonctif]
                          Pro[lex=il]                        [introducer: "que"]
                                                                  [sscat = complétive]               
                          [coref=I]                          [coref=non_I]
2.2.2. Extension: LE-PAROLE
LE project PAROLE contributes to the development of re‑usable language resources with the creation of generic reference corpora and electronic lexica in all languages of the European Union.
LE-PAROLE is based on the reuse of existing partial lexical resources which are converted to become generic and then be further enhanced to become reference material. Corpora are assembled and prepared in a way to be generic  as well as usable for NLP training, testing and benchmarking purposes. The lexicons  (minimum 20000 entries) are built around a generic model (an instantiation of EAGLES recommendations in an enriched GENELEX model). In order to guarantee the conformity of the lexicons to the model, the LE-PAROLE consortium has  decided to use a common tool, which will be an adaptation of the lexical  tools developed during the EUREKA GENELEX project.
The corpus part of the project produces large (at least 20 million words) monolingual corpora harmonised i.e. obeying  common EAGLES-PAROLE markup conventions (which means  compatible with the lexicons produced by the project). Furthermore a part of that corpus is to be tagged morphologically.

This two year, 640 man months project is conducted by an international consortium currently (1996) gathering: Consorzio Pisa Ricerche (CPR), GSI-Erli, Institute for Language and Speech Processing (ILSP), Institut d’Estudis Catalans (IEC), University of Birmingham, Institute for Language, Spee.eld (ILASH), Det Danske Sprog- og Litteraturselskab (DSL), Center for Sprogteknologi (CST), Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann (ITÉ), Dept. of Swedish, Språkdata, Department of General Linguistics - University of Helsinki, Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie (INL), Université de Liège BELTEXT , Centro de Linguística da Universidade de Lisboa (CLUL), Instituto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Computadores (INESC), Fundacion Bosch Gimpera Universitat de Barcelona, Institut für deutsche Sprache (IDS), Institut National de la Langue Française, CNRS (INaLF).


  project
The syntactic model for LE-PAROLE lexical data is an extension of GENELEX lexicons. Few modifications have been made, some reformulation make that the model is fully EAGLES compatible. The main extensions bring some simplification and greater explicitness to the alternation description  and set of alternating descriptions, and relative order constraints.
The twelve LE-PAROLE lexicons will contain at least 20 000 entries  encoded morphologically and syntactically.

3. LFG lexicon extraction from the GENELEX lexicons
The morphology layer of the source GENELEX lexicon permits to derive different information used in the LFG lexicon: terminal categories and subcategories are mapped on the terminal label and some features. The set of categories or the set of pairs category-subcategory can give the set of terminal labels, but it is not a strong constraint. Some mappings can deal with divergences with the choices made in the GENELEX lexicon and in a certain LFG implementation.
The morphology layer contains all the information on the different inflected forms linked to one entry, and the LFG view uses this information to generate the "full-form" entries of a standard LFG lexicon if necessary.
Each form in this case is generated as follows (for the morphology part)

FORM:	terminal label	
						(the list is fixed by the LFG grammar and the labels are calculated from the category and subcategory information of the Morphological Unit)
		[morphological feature name, value]* 
								(number, gender, tense, etc)
		[additionnal feature]
				(according to the LFG grammar choices: subcategory, others)
The syntactic layer is used to calculate the syntactic information or to contribute together with the semantic layer to calculate the syntactico-semantic information. 
3.1. Pure syntactic LFG lexicon 
We call here pure syntactic LFG an approach of the formalism that deals exclusively with the syntactic structures, and in this approach the global coherence and completeness of the global representation of the "sentence" is checked only with syntactic criteria. 
It has to be noted here that, as our aim is to deal mainly if not exclusively with technical texts, we consider "sentence" any coherent group, that can be an NP, ADJP or even other structures. Our LFG approach requires that we consider non-verbal sentences as well as verbal ones. It makes especially important and interesting to have fine-grained information on syntax not only concerning the verbs, but also all other main categories.
The information for this approach is extracted directly from the syntactic part of the GENELEX lexicon.
3.1.1. Subcategorization
The "pred" feature is calculated directly from the insertion level of the entry in the construction when this entry is the "head" of the concerned level. The function of each of the Position, together with the Syntagmatic label  is used to calculate the LFG Function according to the grammar choices. The list of functions is not necessarily the same, LFG has usually a wider set of functions than the one used in the GENELEX or LE-PAROLE lexicons. Some additionnal constraints on the realization of the Position are mapped as additionnal features constraining the f-structure representing the value of the subcategorised function .
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So, the immediate context (level of the Construction where the SELF  is inserted) gives directly, when the SELF is Head, the pred structure and some additionnal constraints; the LFG functions are calculated from the GENELEX functions and the information on the realisations.
This information concerns off course the verbs (that are usually described without wider context), but also the  predicative nouns and the adjective with subcategorising properties.
The distinction between strongly bound prepositions and weakly bound prepositions can be made, and identified in the generic lexicon by different functions of the introduced prepositional phrases.

3.1.2. Wider context information
The wider context is used to filter the possible context where the inmediate context can be found. So, the grammar must define a certain set of features to characterise different context. The context are explicitly described in the lexicon, and can be mapped to one or several LFG constraints. For instance, the fact that a certain behaviour of an adjective is possible in a certain wider context, where the SAdj is having a certain function, for instance Right_Attributive can be expressed by a feature borne by the LFG lexical entry (can_be_right_attrib=YES).
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3.1.3. Linear order information
The Genelex syntactic constraints concerning the linear order information are not very easy to map to standard LFG. However, they can be mapped by introducing some notion of order on the functions (like "Right_attributive"), or introducing specific features. The LFG grammar has to define the set  of features and calculate them from the encoded information.
In the Erli's lexicons, at the moment we have no linear order constraints, linear order constraints is then supposed to be a pure grammar problem, dealing with regularities. The few lexical entries that do not respect the regularities are not treated.

3.1.4.Lexical rules: how to simulate them
Lexical rules permit to generate all the LFG entries to represent all the possible LFG context properties linked to the entries from some standard description.
Post processing
If we consider that only the "standard" or "canonic" representation of the syntactic behaviour is described in the lexicon (as it is right now in Erli's lexicon), then the process of over generation of other entries can be seen as external to the process of generation of the core lexicon. Lexical rules are then outside the standard lexicon and outside the core basic mapping to the core LFG lexicon.
Rules in the mapping program
Another option is to overgenerate at the very moment of the mapping. In this case, for instance, a certain active behaviour would lead to the active LFG entries, but also to different kind of passive entries; some features added in the standard lexicon could help avoid an excessive overgeneration of lexical entries. This approach has the consequence that it can lead to have some additionnal information concerning the possible alternations or passivation. A feature "passivizable= YES/NO"  can be added on the candidate Positions, or more sophisticated information to express a more fine-grained information. 
Mapping from the alternations in the lexicon
The GENELEX models allows to describe in the lexicon the different syntactic context or behaviour of the entries, the alternated ones as well as the "standard" one. In this case, some alternation links are in the lexicon, together with the full explicitation of the alternated behaviour. The standard mapping is then sufficient to generate all the LFG entries. An intermediate possibility that seems interesting to us, but that has not yet been explored, is the one that consits in having some alternations encoded in the lexicon, and some calculated outside the lexicon, in the mapping process or outside it. This permits to encode the alternations that are not 100% predictable because they are not fully regular, and to let the other alternations be dealt with outside the lexicon.
3.2. Syntactico-semantic LFG lexicon
The original LFG approach is not purely syntactic but rather syntactico semantic. This approach can be followed and a lexicon conformant with it can be extracted from the GENELEX lexicons by exploring and"compacting" the syntactic and semantic levels of GENELEX, using the correspondence information, especially the mapping between  the semantic arguments and syntactic positions.
In this approach, the LFG pred is the semantic predicate of the Semantic layer, the order of the arguments in the pred structure is meaningful and used to map on the order of arguments of the semantic predicate. The links between syntax and semantics makes possible to have, as representant of the arguments, the syntactic function of the Position which is linked to the argument when the two structures are isomorphic. 
In other cases (for adjectives for instance, where we can consider that semantically the predicate includes the noun that it modifies as argument, but does not include it in its subcategorised elements) the generation of all function is more complex and has to be made according to the choices defined in the LFG grammar. A "Subj" can then be introduced as one of the function in the adjectival pred, and more generally, the syntactic modifier of some elements will usually have as semantic argument, the modified element, represented in syntax by a function that can be conventionally choosen and calculated in the grammar.
The syntactico-semantic mapping is more complex than the pure syntactic one, if we consider also the problem of lexical rules when it is dealt in the lexicon or while the mapping process. However, all what concerns alternations and lexical rules problematic is not fundamentally different from the syntactic approach. The links between syntax and semantics and the links between alternating construction have just to be followed. 
The distinction between strongly bound prepositions and weakly bound prepositions must be made, and identified in the generic lexicon by different functions. Weakly bound preposition will be linked at the semantic level with semantic roles that will semantically complete the semantic predicative structures.
4. Practical implementation
The GENELEX model is expressed in an EAR model, translated into an SGML DTD. Both structures are almost isomorphic, the DTD being encoded respecting certain conventions. A part of the integrity constraints is expressed in the formal model, and a complementary part is expressed in non SGML or EAR formalism; this was decided to avoid excessive complexity of the formal expression of the model. An object database is isomorphically designed and filled to store and maintain the lexical database and a dedicated language (OZON) allows to manipulate the objects of the lexical database.This dedicated language and complementary tools (Fillers and Mappers mechanisms) make possible to go through the all structures of the lexicon and to extract and reformat by different calculation the extracted information. 
The mapping is defined as a mapping from the database objects on the Elements and attributes of an SGML DTD representing the target structure, LFG lexicon structure in our examples. Different LFG mappings can be designed, linked to different DTDs, and to deal with different choices of the grammar that will use the generated lexicon.


